WE KNOW THE IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY

We at QACraft understand the importance of
having a functional and integrated software along
with other essential drivers for the companies to
get the desired results.
WWW.QACRAFT.COM
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INTRODUCTION
Who are we?
In 2016, we started QACraft with the aim to provide
software testing and automation services world-wide.
QACraft is a software testing company based in
Vadodara, India. We specialize in QA testing solutions
across the globe.

Our goal is to help
individuals and
companies make their
products excellent,
smooth, and bug-free.

We believe in a diverse range of
personnel to bring creative skills,
thoughts, and ideas to the table.

What Do We Do?

Our Mission

With new innovations every day, we modify our

Our main mission is to make products better, bug-free

testing models for your unique requirements and
deliver optimized software and services.
We help our clients to integrate their business. We
offer robust, flexible, and affordable testing solutions
according to their business needs.
We work as a team where everyone is allowed to
think and demonstrate the best solution they could
apply for our clients testing projects and then we
implement top-notch methods and technologies
for testing.

and increase customer business revenue. We also
want to apply fast-growing automation technologies
for our customers to make their repetitive tasks fast,
robust and with the use of fewer resources.

Our Responsibility
We understand and take our responsibility
seriously. We are responsible to provide the best QA
and software testing services to our existing and
new customers. We also make sure that we deliver
everything on time with perfection.

Software Testing Company
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CONTENT
What is Software Testing?
Software testing is an investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information
about the quality of the software product or service under test. Software testing can
also provide an objective, independent view of the software to allow the business to
appreciate and understand the risks of software implementation. Test techniques
include the process of executing a program or application with the intent of finding
failures, and verifying that the software product is fit for use.

An overview of our QA Services, our unique

Multiple testing platforms create multiple

approach, and how we provide great results

opportunities for us to help enhance your

to help your business.

customer service.

Review some of our top clients that have

Take a look at some of our feedback from

provided us with new opportunities to bring

past projects, current clients, and business

us to where we are today.

partners.
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OUR QA SERVICES
Our Approach
We do not apply the same approach for all customers. As all customers have unique requirements, We change
our approach depends on such requirements. Changing approach customer to customer enable us to achieve
great results.

Automation Testing

Functional Testing

QACraft has been one of the

We have an elite team of experts

While functional testing pays

leading companies in providing

who carry out various test trials

attention

automated testing services for all

to analyze the functioning and

functioning of the software, our

types of software and applications

quality of the software. We

non-functional testing solutions

inclusive of mobile as well as web

recommend our functional testing

aids in enhancing software

apps. Our expert team designs the

services and solutions at the initial

performance

QA strategy to check the various

stages of software development

conditions. Our expert team of

parameters such as functionality,

to get the desired results when

engineers and testers strategize

speed,

performance,

Non-Functional Testing
to

improve

under

the

various

quality,

it comes to overall quality and

the testing procedure by paying

loading time and much more to

functionality. The team works

attention to several criteria such

give you a detailed report about

closely with the organization to

as loading capability, response

the same.

develop an effective testing plan

time, and end-user experience.

for your software.

Mobile App Testing
At QACraft, we are proud to be ranked as the
leading mobile application testing company
in the USA. Our elite team can test all types of
apps right from native to hybrid and web-based
applications. With our in-depth review and
correction strategies, you can provide your users
with the apps with topnotch user experience
and accelerate your company’s growth.

Software Testing Company
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OUR TESTING PLATFORMS
Our Opportunity
We have an opportunity to work with many clients across the USA, UK, and Australia. We have worked on testing
different domains ranging from gaming, E-commerce, retail, banking and finance, travel, E-learning, and more.
We ensure that we provide high-quality service to our clients.

Website Testing

iOS App Testing

Android Testing

Our team of experts help in

Our team of application testers

As Android apps have become

going through all the vital factors

helps in analyzing every aspect

a valuable tool to target more

and prepare a detailed report.

of your iOS app to improve the

audience and boost sales, it

The team lists down all the key

overall performance. Our iOS

is vital to have an application

parameters, the performance of

application testing services are

that is robust, engaging and

your app in all such fields, and

highly appreciated due to our

works efficiently with maximum

errors if found any. Our team also

strategic plans for testing and

capacity. We at QACraft test

helps you and your staff resolve

covering every parameter that is

all the essential parameters

the issues and make your website

crucial for an app to run smoothly.

of your android app to ensure

more engaging and stable.

that the application is up to the
standards and works well to serve
the purpose.

Desktop App Testing
Desktop application testing is equally important
as website testing. It has to be tested with a
different point of view and strategies. Our team
of experts carries out several test runs for testing
the overall usability of any desktop application
right from the navigation of the app to front end
usability to enhance the application experience
for your customers.
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TOP
CLIENTS
We love our clients and they love our work. We are
always providing the best and optimum solutions
to deliver custom and accurate results. Here are
some of our top clients and how they feel about our
teamwork and quality of service.

Software Testing Company

CLIENT FEEDBACK

deliver the necessary scripts in a very timely

manner. They communicate very well, even
step me through how to run the script. They
them; time differences do not interfere with

level has been extremely reassuring - which
QACraft for the long term; their efforts have

- VINEET

“QACraft provides very professional QA services
and we are really happy with the timely service
they offered for our mobile app testing. Highly
recommended.” - CHRISTY
“Rahul is easy to communicate with, always
willing to adapt to new processes or systems,
and very effective. As we’ve worked together, he’s
continued to improve in both functional QA and
processes. I’d highly recommend Rahul and his
team.” - THOMAS
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